How to Measure for New Foam Cushions

Please note: If your cover is shaped for example 'L' shape, 'T' shape or perhaps is a back cushion that fits over the
arm of the sofa, it is preferable to either send us your cushion covers to us to measure, quote and fill them with new
foam, or send us a cushion template or accurate diagram/sketch.

Take the existing filling out of the cushion cover. It may be a feather, foam or fibre (sometimes known as hollow
fibre).
Lay the cover on a flat surface. Do not over stretch the cover just gently stretch it so the creases are not visible. If
your cover has a piped edge on the top and bottom you will need to take the measurements from between the
INSIDE the piped edges. If the cover has a plain seamed edge with no piping please measure seam to seam.
Please measure the following: -

A: The width from side to side of the cover. If the cushion is tapered i.e.
wider at the front and narrower at the back you will need to take the two
measurements, one at the front from side to side and one at the back from
side to side.
Add 0.5” to the width measurement - for example if the width is 24” (61cm)
you need a 24.5” cushion

B: The length from front to back of the cover (or height top to bottom if it is
a back cushion)
Add 0.5" to the length measurement- for example if the length is 27.5"
(70cm) you need a 28" cushion

C: The depth (height) of the cushion border
This measurement is very important, try to be as accurate as possible with this.
Add 1" to the depth measurement - for example if the depth is 5" (13cm) you need a 6" cushion
When you have your measurements please call us on 01905 26616 or email us at sales@roconfoam.co.uk and we
will provide you with a quotation.

We are here to ensure your new fillings fit your covers as best they can..... If in the unusual event that
they do not fit we GUARANTEE to sort out any problems.

